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INTRODUCTION 
Crypto assets have become increasingly popular over the last few years. They 
first emerged in late 2008 following the global financial crisis, with the launch 
of the bitcoin network. Thousands of crypto assets have since emerged and as 
at the first quarter of 2021, the global market capitalisation of crypto assets, 
has grown to be in excess of $1.3T. These assets are widely available to the 
general public and many entrepreneurs have already amassed fortunes 
through launching businesses that offer crypto-related products and services. 

Early investors in this asset class were mostly computer science and IT experts 
that had a good technical understanding of what was being developed. 
Many of them were simply interested in using an alternative form of money that 
could be used anywhere in the world and was not issued or controlled by any 
central authority. It turns out, this concept was very popular with the masses, 
and many individuals and small businesses began to buy into it. 

As the popularity of this “decentralised money” concept continued to grow, 
some developers began to explore other uses of blockchain technology, 
which has since led to the launch of thousands of other crypto assets. One of 
the most popular areas of development today is the decentralised finance 
(DeFi) movement, which seeks to develop blockchain-based projects that aim 
to fundamentally change the way financial services (banking, insurance, etc) 
operate. 

However the majority of investors in the crypto space have since become 
everyday individuals that have been drawn in by the fear of missing out, given 
the high returns this market has produced. They have sought to make quick 
profits on price movements, and as such, the market has exhibited historically 
high volatility with some investors experiencing major financial losses over the 
short term. It can be argued that such investors have perhaps not invested 
much time and effort into understanding the asset class and where value is 
derived from, hence the erratic short-term behaviour of the market. 

Over the last couple of years, the larger and more seasoned investors have 
entered this space, drawn in by the disruptiveness of the blockchain 
technology that underpins these digital assets. Such investors have arguably 
made strategic long-term investments, with a deeper understanding of the 
technology and the potential long-term value that it holds. 

In this paper we seek to contribute towards a greater understanding of this 
new asset class for the everyday investor, in the hope that it helps the investor 
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to move from being entirely speculative in their approach to being more 
grounded and informed. After all, a basic principle of investing requires that 
one have some understanding of where their potential investment derives its 
value from. 

REGULATION OF 

CRYPTO ASSETS IN SOUTH AFRICA 
The growth of the digital asset market has caught the attention of governments 
and regulators around the world, who seek to ensure that investors are 
adequately protected, and illicit activity is minimised. 

In South Africa, the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA) published a 
draft declaration on 20 November 2020 which basically aims to define crypto 
assets as a financial product under the Financial Advisory and Intermediary 
Services (FAIS) Act.  

Should this declaration be promulgated, the practical implication will be that 
any entity that provides crypto assets, or any related services or intermediary 
services, will have to apply for a financial services provider (FSP) licence and 
subsequently comply with all other relevant FAIS requirements. The key 
outcome thereof will basically be protection of consumers, reduction of fraud 
and ensuring that consumers are adequately informed of any potential risks 
when trading on the crypto market. 

It is important to note that the FCSA’s draft declaration does not seek to 
legitimise or give credibility to crypto assets, but merely attempts to regulate 
intermediaries that offer products and services related to these assets. The 
authority is of the view that the declaration is not pre-empting the outcome of 
the broader policy developments surrounding crypto assets, but rather serves 
as an urgent interim step in protecting consumers in the crypto assets 
environment, as and when broader policy developments progress and unfold. 
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WHAT ARE CRYPTO ASSETS? 
Simply put, crypto assets are shares or equity in internet-based projects. When 
you buy shares in a virtual project, you are issued with tokens, the value of 
which is equal to the size of your investment. These tokens can either be used 
as security, such as shares in the project, or it can be used as a currency to 
exchange goods or services with. The monetary worth of these tokens in turn, 
are determined by the usefulness and viability of the virtual projects in question. 

Much like other financial assets, these tokens can be traded on various crypto 
exchanges, where investors are buying and selling them based on their views 
on the value of the tokens. This is similar to trading other financial assets on 
traditional stock exchanges such as the local Johannesburg Stock Exchange 
(JSE), with the major differences being that the assets traded are intangible, 
and the currency they are bought with, is virtual. 

However, unlike normal stocks or shares these, virtual tokens have several other 
uses, with the most popular current uses as follows: 

• As a security: In this instance, the token represents legal ownership of 
physical or digital assets, much like what it is like to own shares in a 
company. 

• As a currency: This means the token can be used as a unit of accounting 
or a medium of exchange for goods and services. An example here 
would be the well-known Bitcoin. 

• As a governance tool: This use enables the holder of the tokens to cast 
votes (commensurate to the number of tokens they have) relating to the 
project that issued the tokens. This is similar to how shares in a company 
enable the investor to have some voting power on certain company 
decisions.  

• As a utility: This a special use whereby the token is used to access certain 
services offered by the project that has issued the token. This often arises 
on crypto exchanges where crypto assets are traded. To trade on the 
exchange, the user will need to pay trading fees. These fees are paid in 
the native token issued by the exchange, and if users want to access 
any of the trading services, they will first need to acquire the necessary 
tokens.  

Whilst the acquisition of tokens to gain security (i.e. shares in a project) have 
become reasonably common, tokens can also be used as medium of 
exchange (as opposed to fiat money), to purchase goods and services from 
any entity who is willing to accept this as a currency. This is why crypto assets 
are also increasingly referred to as crypto currencies.  
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A key difference between crypto currencies and fiat money (traditional 
money), is that any transaction in fiat money has to be validated by a third 
party such as a bank. Crypto currencies however, are powered by blockchain 
technology (a digital ledger of transactional records), which basically 
eliminates the requirement for ‘trust’ between parties and third-party 
validation completely. 

 

CRYPTO CURRENCIES 

VS FIAT CURRENCIES 
Because crypto assets are suitably designed as mediums of exchange, it 
automatically raises the question of how they compare to traditional money 
(cash or paper money), also known as fiat money. Some of the key 
advantages of crypto currencies include: 

1. TRADE ANYWHERE CAPABILITY 

Crypto currencies can be used to transact anywhere in the world, without any 
restriction, which effectively eliminates currency risks for users looking to 
transact in foreign markets. However, to take advantage of this, the user will 
have to find sellers of goods and services who are willing to accept their crypto 
currencies as a means of payment on a long-term basis. There is potential for 
this to become a widely adopted medium for exchange as was the case in 
Nigeria, which at some point had the second-most widespread use of Bitcoin 
in the world. The reason being that it provided a good alternative for importers 
who previously faced significant financial challenges due to the volatility of the 
fiat naira. Over time, trading in Bitcoin became so popular in Nigeria, that their 
government introduced a ban on any crypto-related products and services. 
This ban was however not a sufficient deterrent for users, as they simply moved 
to transacting on a peer-to-peer basis instead of using exchanges. A major 
driver naturally being the fact that authorities cannot block these payments or 
freeze users’ funds to the same extent that this can be done in the traditional 
banking system. This lack of control and limited monitoring capability presents 
a headache for regulators and tax authorities, and it will be interesting to note 
how this issue will be addressed. 

2. ENHANCED SECURITY  

Crypto currency transactions are recorded in a decentralised and transparent 
ledger (AKA blockchain). By design, the blockchain ledger is immutable and is 
thus not susceptible to hacking-related cyber risks. Furthermore, those 
responsible for securing the system (miners or validators) always have a greater 
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incentive to keep it secure. This means the only point of vulnerability for users’ 
funds, is how and where they store their digital assets (i.e. crypto wallets). Users 
have various options to secure their crypto wallets and transact in a safer way. 
When transacting on crypto exchanges however, investors will first need to 
transfer their crypto assets to their exchange wallets from their private wallets. 
However, as soon as these funds are available in their exchange wallets, the 
security of the funds will now also depend on the exchange’s security systems. 
An infamous example of how cyber risks can threaten these exchanges, was 
the hacking of the world’s largest crypto exchange, Binance, during which the 
crypto assets of a multitude of their clients were stolen. The exchange has since 
improved its security and indemnified all its clients.  

3. PROTECTION AGAINST INFLATION 

Protection against inflation is one of the major benefits of certain (not all) 
crypto currencies. Money is considered to be a store of value, and it is 
important that it must be able to preserve its value, at least in the short-term. 
The value of any currency is predominantly dependent on the supply of the 
currency in question, relative to its demand. It can be argued that the value 
of traditional (fiat) money is mostly subject to government’s responsible 
application of monetary (supply of money) and fiscal (using money to create 
real growth in goods and services) policies. Money is typically used for seamless 
exchange of goods and services, which in turn implies that under normal 
circumstances, the growth rate of money supply will automatically be tied to 
the growth rate of goods and services (economic growth). The consequence 
of this is significant.  

On the one hand, when money supply grows too slowly compared to 
economic growth, it leads to relatively greater availability of goods and 
services, yet not enough money to purchase it. This in turn causes price 
reductions or deflation. This is not good for any economy as it incentivises 
consumers to hoard money (instead of spending and creating economic 
activity) and wait for things to get cheaper in future. 

On the other hand, when money supply grows well ahead of economic growth 
(you may have heard of quantitative easing), it leads to a relatively greater 
availability of money, yet not enough goods and services to purchase. This in 
turn, causes price increases or high inflation. While a reasonable level of 
inflation is good, as it incentivises production (and thus growth), too much 
inflation can have an adverse effect on the value of money.  

The key risk pertaining to fiat money arises when the supply of money is under 
the control of one central authority (government through central banks) who 
has the ability to excessively expand money supply, without there being the 
requisite economic growth to match it. This can lead to hyperinflation and the 
erosion of the value of one’s money. This is compounded by the fact that fiat 
money expands in a dilutive way. By design, some of the recent innovative 
crypto currencies’ have their supply dynamics baked into their code. They can 
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thus expand and contract supply (elasticity) much like fiat money, but are able 
to do so in a non-dilutive manner. In practise, this means that crypto assets 
issued by successful projects (one that attains widespread adoption), can be 
expected to be a better “store of value” than fiat money, in the long term. 

4. FREEDOM AND PRIVACY OF MONEY 

It is debatable whether this can be considered a benefit for individuals and 
societies. Most persons would prefer the freedom to transact anywhere in the 
world, at any time. It is unclear at this stage which crypto currency will garner 
the most widespread adoption to become the preferred medium of 
exchange. However this preferred currency will likely need to be supply elastic 
and non-dilutive (i.e. preserve purchasing power). Regardless of which crypto 
currency gets adopted as the main medium of exchange, it will in all likelihood 
lead to greater freedom and privacy in transacting and trading than that of 
the current, conventional monetary system.  However, more freedom requires 
greater responsibility and care. Because crypto currencies and their flows 
cannot effectively be controlled by authorities, they are open to abuse such 
as money laundering and terror financing. At this stage, it is unclear how the 
relevant authorities will seek to address this issue. 

THE FUTURE OF CRYPTO ASSETS 
The crypto asset space continues to grow on a daily basis. Investors continue 
to deploy capital into the market, while developers continue to birth new 
projects and ideas. As the popularity of the “decentralised money” concept 
continues to grow, some developers have also begun to explore other uses of 
blockchain technology. 

As mentioned earlier, one of the major areas of development has been in the 
DeFi space, where smart contracts have unlocked greater access to financial 
services for ordinary everyday users. The DeFi movement is going through a 
growth phase in which many different concepts are being tried and tested in 
a quest to find optimal solutions for the different problems that currently exist. 
It thus remains difficult to determine which areas of the financial services 
industry will undergo the most change, but it is highly likely that monetary and 
banking systems will see significant changes. 

Since the advent of computers, governments around the world have 
increasingly been moving towards cashless economies, for two main reasons. 
The first being that individuals will always be in the banking system, which 
basically eliminates the risk of bank runs. The second being that in a digitised 
monetary system, governments will be able to control, track and trace the flow 
of all money. This is particularly attractive for authorities, as it will improve the 
monitoring and control of illicit transactions such as terror financing. The 
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development of certain crypto currencies threatens this very goal because of 
the anonymity and privacy that these currencies may offer.  

Anyone can for example open and view the Bitcoin ledger (as it is available 
for public viewing online). The information that is displayed is limited to the 
amount that was sent from one address (wallet) to another, whilst the users or 
owner of the addresses can remain relatively anonymous. In practise, crypto 
currencies therefore enable similar anonymity to when transacting in physical 
fiat cash, which can thus open it up to similar potential misuse. So, while crypto 
currencies appear to be the next evolution in our monetary system, there will 
almost certainly be a showdown between them and the regulators.  

The future of cryptocurrencies will likely also require achieving a sensible 
balance between privacy and accountability. For example, ideally, users of 
crypto currencies may not be totally anonymous (or at least those trading on 
crypto exchanges), but they may have the freedom to choose how to utilise 
their digital funds and whom to transact with.  

In conclusion, the widespread use of crypto currencies in the future appears 
to be inevitable, but while technology has always outpaced regulation, akin 
to the internet, it remains to be seen whether the regulators will be able to 
implement effective controls for this seemingly inevitable technology.  

BECOMING MORE GROUNDED 
The crypto assets market is relatively new however it is attracting notable 
institutional money. Due to it historically large retail investors base, it has 
historically been characterised by substantial returns as well as volatility(risk).  

Ideally, investors would trade crypto assets based on their perceived value of 
the projects that issue them, however, the allure of some “quick profits” that 
have been observed on this market, has paved the way for opportunistic 
developers who have been raising money and issuing tokens without actually 
executing any bona fide projects. This has naturally led to significant losses for 
some investors.  

Risks related to these illegitimate projects have been partially reduced with the 
development of crypto exchanges. On traditional stock exchanges, listed 
companies have to comply with specific requirements, all of which serve to 
minimise risks for investors. In similar fashion, crypto exchanges enhance 
investors’ ability to differentiate between fraudulent and legitimate projects, 
as a listing on a good exchange requires a significant amount of disclosure 
relating to the project. Still, investors must always be mindful of the fact that 
even legitimate projects are not beyond the risk of failure. 
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Thus, when looking to enter the crypto market, investors should seek to 
understand and formulate a view on various projects, before deciding which 
tokens to invest in. It is important to note that this approach will however only 
be effective in a more rational and mature market of crypto securities, where 
investors are able to make investment decisions, based on the value and 
potential of projects. To date, this kind of approach has not been as profitable 
on the crypto market, but it certainly has helped to minimise total losses.  

Projects such as Bitcoin, which seeks to provide an alternative medium of 
exchange to fiat money, have seen the largest returns so far. Yet for this use 
case, there are competitor projects that have brought improvements over in 
the Bitcoin project that have not attracted anywhere near as much investor 
money. Perhaps this is simply investors biding their time and sticking to what 
they know. It can however be argued that this behaviour suggests investors 
are not yet comprehensively studying and understanding the actual 
fundamentals of different projects and are investing on the basis of trend and 
popularity instead. 

Signs of maturity in this regard are gradually materialising, as more 
sophisticated projects such as Ethereum are beginning to garner far greater 
interest, research and investment.  

In conclusion, the crypto market remains in its infancy, but is expected to 
mature as more institutional money flows into it and investors become more 
educated. We are also of the opinion that promulgation of the draft 
declaration by the FCSA which seeks to define crypto assets as a financial 
product in terms of the FAIS Act, will be beneficial for crypto investors because 
it will regulate intermediaries and help investors make more informed decisions. 

This paper however does not seek to promote investment in crypto assets, but 
merely serves to contribute towards educating investors on this new asset class. 
Although significant gains (in short time frames) have indeed been achieved 
by some investors in crypto assets, the market poses considerable risks for those 
that have not adequately studied it. Investors who wish to venture into this 
market must educate themselves adequately first, but should nevertheless be 
prepared to lose their entire investment, as some of the projects and 
developments they deploy their capital into, may still fail. 

Crypto investors should ideally also diversify their investments across different 
projects to reduce their overall risk. Finally, it is critical to note that past 
performance is not necessarily indicative of future returns, even with crypto 
assets. 
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